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Fundamental value: a
category in transformation

Dick Bryan and Michael Rafferty

Abstract

‘Fundamental value’ is a canonical category in both Marxian and neo-classical
economics. In application to finance and financial crisis, it is laden with complexity.
For Marxists, it has underscored a focus on the distinctions between production and
circulation, real and fictitious capital. These debates have dominated Marxian
responses to the financial crisis. In mainstream finance and economics, the term has
undergone transformation and historically driven adaptation. Marxian analysis could
fruitfully follow this lead. This paper identifies that transformation as an expression
of capital’s transforming calculation project. As capital becomes more liquid, the
concept of fundamental value itself must embrace liquidity, yet, in embracing
liquidity, fundamental value loses its established definitive capacity.

Keywords: fundamental value; Marxian value; financial crisis; liquidity.

The notion that financial assets can always be sold at prices close to their

fundamental values is built into most economic analysis, and before the

crisis, the liquidity of major markets was often taken for granted by financial

market participants and regulators alike. The crisis showed, however, that

risk aversion, imperfect information, and market dynamics can scare away

buyers and badly impair price discovery.

(Bernanke, 2010)

In a 2010 speech reviewing ‘Implications of the financial crisis for economics’,

US Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke was somewhat critical of

economic engineering (risk management systems) and of state and private
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economic management, but stalwartly defensive of the achievements of

‘economic science’ � or what we might call economic theory, though the

reference to science is telling. The problem he describes above is that

economists presumed too readily that market prices would gravitate to

fundamental value: they needed better explanations for why prices might

deviate from fundamental value. But the concept of fundamental value � that

there is an objective basis to value � is itself so fundamental as to sit

unchallenged in Bernanke’s critical reflection.

As used by Bernanke and neo-classical economists generally the concept of

‘fundamental value’ is immediately an ambiguous category, situated somewhere

between value as determined by utility-maximizing traders and some notion of

intrinsic value. It breaks all the rules of social theory. It is reductionist,

essentialist and almost certainly economistic. It is used with no real awareness

of how fraught are its epistemological foundations and how particular is the

discourse of which it is a crowning insight.

Yet a concept of ‘fundamental value’, in some form or another, is of great

analytical appeal both to conventional economists and to Marxist economists in

understanding the working of capitalism. For Marxists, alongside a desire to

see the world in its due complexity and particularity, there is a desire to

understand accumulation in a way that centres on class relations and on a

process of commensuration involving some notion of equivalence. Funda-

mental value and equivalence are inseparable concepts: fundamental value is the

analytical framework within which capital commensurates itself. If capital and the

process of commensuration are evolving, so too must be the practice of

fundamental value analysis, albeit that economists such as Bernanke wish to

present it as a canonical notion.

This analysis explores the way in which the concept of ‘fundamental value’

has been transformed associated with the rise of financial modes of calculation

and especially with derivatives and options theory. It identifies how finance

elicits an emphasis on flow rather than stock approaches to fundamental value.

In the spirit of Moishe Postone’s (1993) proposition that the objective of

Marxism is to move beyond and abolish value as an organizing principle, this

analysis contends that the way Marxism needs to understand ‘fundamental

value’ is not so much by proffering a superior version of a neo-classical

canonical category as by confronting fundamental value as the evolving

discourse of capital’s self-evaluation, an evaluation conceived in the search for

risk-adjusted yield. An understanding of capital’s fundamental value must sit

under that agenda.

As a performative discourse, which merges the processes of describing and

making the world, neo-classical economic analysis and its conception of

fundamentals warrants on-going attention. It is powerful not only because it

transforms the world to comply with its vision, but also because its categories

change as its vision is enacted. In simple terms, which will be elaborated

shortly, the more liquid and expansive capital becomes, the more a conception

of ‘fundamentals’ starts to shift from the domain of aggregates and market
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balance/imbalance and into the domain of flows, complex processes of

commensuration and momentums for change.

But to enact performativity, a discourse must be hegemonic in the sense that

it must have capacity to enact as well as to describe. Marxism, without the same

performative capacity, has remained captive to a conception of fundamental

value found in the domain of adding up aggregates and identifying tendencies

towards balance and imbalance. Indeed, the global financial crisis provides

good demonstration of this concern. Invoking Marxism’s own ‘fundamental

value’ has left Marxists in danger of advocating conservative agendas in the

midst of crisis: the restoration of Value via a taming of finance (‘regulatory

reform’) and a privileging of so-called industrial capital. Too many Marxists

have neglected an effective political understanding of capital in calculative

crisis. A Marxism which seeks to understand capital, so as to go beyond it,

would do well to adapt its own approach to situate fundamental value in the

domain of flows, liquidity and commensuration. We need to be open to the

proposition that as capitalism changes, so too may the value form and Value

itself (Knafo, 2007). That is a proposition at the core of maintaining Marxism

as a living theory.

In building towards this proposition, our analysis looks first at the

conventional economic conception of ‘fundamental value’. It then addresses

critiques coming from Marxism and discourse analysis, but finds that these

traditions have not adequately identified how the conception of ‘fundamental

value’ has changed as capital itself has changed. We then characterize that

change, and the rise of ‘flow’ conceptions of fundamental value, and finally

conjecture how responses to the global financial crisis are seeing the state

emerging as the underwriter of fundamental value, but in ways that appear to

undermine the historical attachment of money to the state.

Critiquing the neo-classical perspective: moving beyond the

synchronic

A notion of ‘fundamental value’ suggests a materialist starting point: an anchor

to value. It invokes ‘underlying forces’ that drive prices and the direction of

price movements. For the neo-classical economists, however, the underlying

forces are not framed by a materialist method, but an idealist one, in the

tradition of perfect competition. ‘Fundamental value’ is the price that will be

revealed when there is full transparency and mobility, when markets are

complete and in equilibrium. The word ‘fundamental’ reveals something

beyond simply balance and stability: it is that there is a ‘deeper’ explanation for

the specific equilibrium position in terms of the matching of buyer and seller

utilities.

The depiction of fundamental value was given functional form when, in

1970, Eugene Fama made famous the efficient markets hypothesis (EMH). In

this formulation, the economic orthodoxy consolidated a triumvirate of
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categories: efficiency, fundamental value and competitive conditions. Com-

bined, they were believed by the economic orthodoxy to verify that competitive

markets not only gravitate to an equilibrium (balance) but to the Pareto optimal

allocation. The theory was directly attuned to the mobility and liquidity of

capital markets. Fama (1970) claimed that, when markets ‘fully reflect’

available information, not only will they be in balance until new information

arrives, but this position of stability will have the attributes of ‘efficiency’.

Indeed the critical insight is that efficiency can be defined by reference to the

‘full reflection’ of available information.

Soon after the publication of Fama’s paper there were responses claiming

that it was a tautology: fundamental value is simply defined as the price where

a market will gravitate in the ‘right’ conditions, and the ‘right’ conditions’ are

those in which prices move to fundamental value (LeRoy, 1976). The

unsolvable problem is that it is impossible to verify that any equilibrium

position is simultaneously an expression of an intrinsic/fundamental value.1

There has followed an on-going debate among economists over whether the

EMH is a theoretical abstraction restricted to a discourse of perfect

competition (in which behavioural finance presents the counter-theory) and,

accordingly, whether it is tautology or empirically falsifiable, and then, among

adherents to the latter view, whether it has indeed been empirically verified.

These conventional debates aside, the language of the EMH is patently

awkward, for there is never a clear specification of exactly what things

constitute ‘actual conditions’ or ‘fully reflecting’ or ‘fundamentals’. Moreover,

as the EMH evolved, the acknowledged ambiguity of key terms led only to

replacement by equally ambiguous ones: ‘right price’, ‘true price’, ‘intrinsic

price’, etc. (Guerrien & Gun, 2011). The clear problem is that all these guises

of fundamental value are conceived in a structure of determination inside this

idealist method, and to demand a material grounding is to draw them out of

their discourse. Hence to demand that fundamental value be empirically

verified immediately confronts the issue that the fundamentals could not be

revealed concretely in their purity, attached to equilibrium prices.2 Alfred

Marshall, the father of partial equilibrium microeconomics recognized this

issue explicitly. It forms the basis of a difference between short-run analysis

where ‘fundamental value’ (he called it ‘normal value’) can be determined on

the basis of a raft of ceteris paribus assumptions and a long run where

equilibrium conditions perpetually change.3 In the long run, in the words of

Althusser (1969, p. 113), the ‘last instance’ of fundamentals never comes.

The lived social world, without ceteris paribus, is thereby cast not in terms of

what it is, but by reference to its deviation from fundamental value, in terms of

imperfect information, impaired price discovery, immobility and so forth. The

global financial crisis is cast as a stark depiction of such deviations and their

disastrous inefficiencies. A reflexive agenda thereby follows, with Bernanke’s

statement above as a succinct illustration. The agenda is to reform the

economic world so that it complies more closely with economic theory.
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The points of critique of this approach are both standard and obvious:

indeed, perhaps too obvious. The straightforward critiques refute the

coherence of models conceived in the idealism of equilibrium and perfect

competition4 and the short run, ceteris paribus, assumptions of Marshall. The

simplicity of these critiques (using the term simple to mean both straightfor-

ward and minimal) has too often occluded an appreciation of the role of

fundamental value in capital’s evaluation of itself. They address the synchronic

dimensions of the orthodox method, but fail to address the diachronic ones.

They emphasize how concepts, categories and analysis serve to conserve a

social order, but fail to open up how the conservation of a social order may

require the continual transformation of its analytical devices.

Marxist alternatives

In many ways, Marxists and neo-classicals share an attraction to a concept of

fundamental value, sometimes to the point of going head-to-head in

explanations of the value of commodity outputs, proffering the superiority

of each version as vindication of its overall political agenda.

Marxist economists construct a refutation of neo-classical fundamental value

via a technical critique of subjective preference theory. Value, Marxists say, is

not created in exchange, but in production, and labour in particular is the

source of value. It is, of course, more complex than this: the unit of value is

‘socially necessary’ labour time and social necessity recognizes the competitive

processes that drive capital accumulation, and this competitive process can be

seen to have many of the same (or parallel) attributes as the neo-classical

depiction of competitive markets. Marxism does not follow the neo-classicals

into a concern about deviations of prices from fundamentals: for Marx price

movements are relatively trivial. The fundamentals are where class relations

are played out: where constant and variable capital come together and surplus

value is created in a process of production. Production combines with

circulation to generate a process of accumulation, but an accumulation process

embedded with fragility and contradictions. But, and this is critical, the bold

proposition is that via a calculation based on the ‘labour theory of value’

Marxists can compile a more lucid explanation of fundamental value, one that

can also explain the origin of profits in the exploitation of labour.

This framework has certainly been a profound means to explain the

exploitation of labour in the context of equivalence in exchange and to identify

contradictory momentums in capital accumulation. But it faces (often

inappropriately) the same challenges of reductionism, essentialism and

economism that are applied to the neo-classicals. Perhaps wearing this

branding is the mantle the Marxist economist must bear in order to engage

in battle with the neo-classicals and claim analytical victory.

Yet it is a victory (if it is that) with a cost, for it has seen Marxian economics

treating the explanation of value in terms of canonical categories and generally
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insensitive to the changing way in which capital itself creates and evaluates its

own performance. It sees Marxists intent on categorical distinctions between

production and circulation, productive and fictitious capital, while capital itself

is breaking down these distinctions both conceptually and in reality. In

particular, the world of the derivative gives every instance in accumulation a

financial dimension (the pricing and trading of all sorts of risks that are part

and parcel of the accumulation process) and derivative contracts themselves

present as commodities (products to be bought and sold) while remaining

entirely within the domain of ‘circulation’ (Bryan & Rafferty, 2006). The

challenge for Marxism is to address how its categories can explain these sorts of

developments so as to bring out their significance; not simply squeeze them

into old categories that will serve to make the ambiguities of capital’s

innovation analytically disappear. This requires an evolving Marxism.

Alternatives in discourse analysis

More recently, there have emerged critical evaluations of the conception of

fundamental value by scholars of the cultural studies of finance. While in part

they are re-discovering the evaluations of critical economists, their emphasis on

discourse opens a potential for new forms of critique, for they are conceived

not in technical refutation and logical flaws, but in naming the analytical

premise of the project to which fundamental value is central.

Yet, for all the potential which this approach opens up, the ‘outing’ of

discourses that lie implicit in equilibrium analysis has provided little access to

an understanding of how capital evaluates its own value. Discourse analyses

reveal that fundamental value is cast within the language of individualism,

competition, impersonal markets and that it naturalizes market relations via

the lack of social and cultural context (or the presumption of a social and

cultural context that confirms its core propositions).5

For those trained in critical economics, such observations are insightful, but

well established. Indeed, both critical economics and discourse analysis are

drawn into the same exercise of ‘name and shame’. Analysis is presented

frequently as a process of ‘outing’ neo-liberalism as a social as well as an

economic agenda. The ‘other’ that is revealed in this outing is a social world

that is not neo-liberalism, but remains defined by reference to neo-liberalism,

focusing on enhancement of the social and the collective. Within its own

discourse, therefore, discourse analysis gives no access to our question of how

capital is using categories to monitor itself in a changing world.

Mary Poovey (2011), for example, has explored the EMH as a discourse

which constrains visions of the social outside its own framework. Her concern

is precisely to track the propositions of the EMH from its metaphorical form in

Adam Smith to its modern, mathematical exposition. Here, the EMH is being

revealed for its normative premises and its role in tying visions of change to

within those premises. But to name the recursive effects of the discourse is not
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enough. The focus on discourse has failed to engage what lies beyond

discourse: the systematic ways in which new language and methods are not just

locking in modes of thinking and analysis, but are themselves being

transformed to engage new materialities. To borrow a phrase from Nigel

Thrift, ‘to understand it simply as a discourse is to misunderstand discourse’s

materiality’ (2001, p. 430).

In our context, the materiality to be addressed is what capital is itself

analysing as it constitutes ‘fundamental value’ and how fundamental value

changes as capital changes. This requires an analysis of the purposive change

which lies within any discourse and the material changes revealed in capital.

Caitlin Zaloom moves in this direction in her analysis of the yield curve. She

concludes:

The ability of the instrument to predict is always under question. Constant

market changes transform the tool itself. Its meaning and effectiveness shift as

financial and political conditions develop and as market participants move in

and out. Tensions and doubts surround economic knowledge and its instru-

ments as a pair. Financial understanding and activity work through these affects,

not in opposition to them.

(Zaloom, 2009, p. 264, emphasis added)

There is recognition that the tool itself is being transformed, but Zaloom’s

focus, like that of Poovey, is the reflexive nature of calculative tools. They are,

in the words of MacKenzie (2006), ‘engines, not cameras’. But her agenda

remains one of ‘outing’ this reflexivity, and so, in a sense, turning the yield

curve back on itself. Yet there is a neglect of the reasons the tool is changing in

particular ways, and what drives that particular change.

Expositions such as those of Poovey and Zaloom make stark that the future

is unknowable, that markets are not ordered spontaneously as if by an invisible

hand and that individuals, institutions and calculative devices actually do exert

agency, and an agency that generally serves to reinforce the premises, ideas and

institutions within which agency is expressed. But the call for social

complexity in contextualizing and understanding financial models and

concepts leaves un-addressed the question of how capital is constantly evolving

categories to monitor itself.

Capital’s calculative agenda

In this latter question we seek to identify not just the implicit conservatism

within reflexive processes (that they generate outcomes that vindicate their

premises), but the dynamism of capital’s calculative agenda. At the basis of this

agenda is the development of calculative devices which attempt to break down

differences between different asset forms so as to facilitate commensuration of

their values: calculative devices ranging from Markowitz’s 1950s portfolio
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selection theory to the 1970s EMH, to more recent calculative devices such as

the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), Black-Scholes options pricing model

and value-at-risk (VaR).

In this sense, it is the orthodox calculative project that is of interest more

than the particular discourse, technical precision and empirical verity of each

specific model. In a different way, Peter Bernstein (2005) depicts this project in

his Capital ideas, in which he develops the proposition that many ‘capital ideas’

� ways of calculating the value of capital � were initially rejected because they

did not comply with conventional wisdom, but they went on to frame

conventional wisdom (see also MacKenzie, 2006; Watson, 2007). They have all

been elements in capital’s intellectual struggle to transform its calculative

devices and make them apply to financial flows, in which ‘industry’ is a

subsumed category. It is the discourse of capital’s project, not its models per se,

that warrants attention.

There has historically been a core problem in capital’s calculative agenda.

Any model of fundamental value that requires conversion between the present

and the future will be flawed, and flawed not just in its pre-discursive starting

points or its technical lapses in predictive performance, but because it is an

incoherent task: the so-called ‘Cambridge capital debates’ of the 1960s

demonstrated that the value of capital cannot be determined independently

of its future rate of return (and vice versa), and that a rate of return is always

calculated subject to a range of risks. It is an unsolvable problem. But, and this

is critical, it has never stopped capital engaging in a precise process of

commensuration, no matter how analytically flawed it may be. In the

complexity of the conjuncture, calculation must be operational (for computing

portfolio performance) and therefore simple, yet evolving in subtle ways so as

to articulate with the evolving objects of calculation.

Hence, capital’s project is not so much a theoretical as an empirical one

of evolving practical calculation, in which rarefied notions of equilibrium are of

diminishing significance. What we observe in this project is a sidestepping of

the valuation problem, although we will see that, in 2008, the problem was

revealed in a new form.

The options pricing theory of Black and Sholes (and Merton) was a critical

turning point, for it provided the sidestep in addressing the calculation

problem. Theirs is not a theory conceived in equilibrium analysis, but a

mathematical formula for empirical estimation (Miller, 1999, p. 100), conceived

in processes of perpetual market movement. Unlike the EMH, whose

propositions and evidence sit entirely within a discourse of efficiency and

Pareto optimality, the variables in the Black-Scholes formula are all, or almost

entirely, based on available, straightforward, empirical data: current market

price of the underlying asset, the strike price and time to maturity as written

into the option contract and the state’s (risk-free) rate of interest. Each of these

is a known figure, at any point in time. All that has to be estimated is the

variance in price of the underlying asset: a relatively straightforward

calculation. So while this theory eschews complexity, it is simple and practical.
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Perry Mehrling, in his biography of Fischer Black (of the Black-Scholes

options pricing model), captures Black’s appreciation of the calculative project,

explained by Mehrling in terms of Black bridging the domains of ‘practical’

finance and the academy:

Both CAPM and Black-Scholes are thus much simpler than the world they seek

to illuminate, but according the Fischer, that’s a good thing not a bad thing. In a

world where nothing is constant, complex models are inherently fragile, and are

prone to break down when you lean on them too hard. Simple models are

essentially more robust, and easier to adapt as the world changes.

(Mehrling, 2005, p. 14)

This is not to diminish the recognition that a lack of social context and an

implicit belief in financial order was the Achilles’ heel of the Black-Scholes

model, as played out in the crash of its authors’ hedge fund, Long-Term Capital

Management (MacKenzie, 2003, 2006). But there is a critical difference

between a theory such as the EMH, which contends, at least conceptually, the

existence of a true, fundamental value, and a formula to determine current

option prices which then facilitates strategies for risk to be neutralized.

In this context, the significance of options theory in the calculation problem

is revealed, for it does not rely on calculating a predicted rate of return (and

hence a known fundamental value on which that rate of return is calculated).

An estimated future rate of return on capital does not feature in the Black-

Scholes formula because the option price itself ‘covers’ that future estimation:

its ‘unknowability’ is what is being priced in the contingency that is the option.

The role and indeed meaning of fundamental value accordingly changes: it

ceases to be a point of long-term market gravitation implicit in equilibrium

models. Instead, the dynamic hedging technique offered by Black-Scholes

meant that the risks of a portfolio could be managed without reference to an

EMH-like concept of fundamental value. The consequence of options theory is

to transform the benchmark against which different rates of return may be

commensurated, and this becomes the new context for understanding the

changing conception of fundamental value.

The analytical turn

The concept of fundamental value is evolving. Capital is itself breaking

through the boundaries of its own self-description. An effective evaluation �
one that captures the current materiality of finance-in-change � must be able

to monitor and give meaning to that evolution. That can come only from an

analysis inside the momentums of finance, not from one that stands outside so

as to dissect anatomically. More will be said about what that monitoring looks

like in a subsequent section. The prior issue is to identify that change in the

meaning of fundamental value.
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Suffice it to say that, in the current era, the notion of fundamental value is

cast not as ‘true value’ but as a particular way of interpreting market

movements with contextual meaning. The notion of a true value sitting

somehow beneath the variability of markets has fallen away � in part, no doubt,

because game-theoretic approaches reveal no single, point equilibrium (instead

we have strategically conceived Nash equilibria and agent-based modelling)

and in part also because tendencies to traditionally conceived ‘fundamental

value’ have been so uncorroborated in empirical research, although, given the

idealist basis of the category, who would expect otherwise? But a focus on

fundamental value as some sort of measurement bedrock remains, as the

Bernanke epigraph attests.

The shift in meaning of fundamental value, while never explicitly

acknowledged in textbooks, can be thought of in terms of a shift from stock

to flow notions of value. Two illustrations can help develop the implied nature

of this shift.

From intrinsic value to in-the-money

In 1934 Benjamin Graham, the so-called ‘Dean of Wall Street’, published (with

David Dodd) Security analysis. It is an exposition of the technique of what he

called ‘value investing’, of buying stock which is priced at less than its ‘intrinsic

value’. Intrinsic value of a corporation could be determined by an evaluation of

financial statements, price earnings ratio, competitive position, etc., which

would be used to determine the net present value of corporate assets. Stock

prices would then be compared with this present value to determine whether

they were over- or under-priced.

In the context of the crash of 1929, where ‘value’ was revealed as speculative

fantasy, and in the Great Depression where it was illiquid tragedy, Graham

provided an approach to investing which was the antithesis of ‘speculating’. It

of course depended on projections of an uncertain future, but Graham’s

intrinsic value formula could rightly be depicted as the era’s accounting

formula for ‘fundamental value’. In 1932 Berle and Means had published their

seminal work on the corporation as property. Value investing described the

accounting dimension of that corporation. Value investing was consistent with

partial equilibrium micro-economics which provided a framework for firm and

industry analysis. It was also consistent with the emerging Keynesian macro-

economic agenda of state-driven economic stability, in which the state would

absorb many of the risks of the economic future. Both economic frameworks

made projecting the future business environment a more manageable task.

Jumping forward 60 years, we see that value investing is again prevalent.

Warren Buffet (a student and self-proclaimed follower of Ben Graham)6

advocates investing via an analysis of the ‘intrinsic value’ of stocks. According

to Buffet:
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Intrinsic value can be defined simply: It is the discounted value of the cash that

can be taken out of a business during its remaining life. The calculation of

intrinsic value, though, is not so simple. As our definition suggests, intrinsic

value is an estimate rather than a precise figure, and it is additionally an estimate

that must be changed if interest rates move or forecasts of future cash flows are

revised.

(Cited in Cunningham, 2001, p. 200)

But Buffett’s analytical context is different from Graham’s. Intrinsic value is

not now presented in the form of a scientific formula of corporate valuation but

as a particular trading strategy employed by certain hedge funds and other

investment houses such as Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway. Fundamental analysis

is just one among a range of recognized investing strategies, other prevalent

strategies being ‘quantitative analysis’ (the use of stochastic calculus to address

random movements in stock prices) or ‘technical analysis’ (forecasting price

trends based on past data).

The issue here is not just the development of contending explanations of

‘intrinsic value’; it is that the objects of evaluation have themselves changed.

Intangible forms of asset, like intellectual property, can no longer be assumed

to be a minor component of company assets. Graham’s formula was not

designed to value such assets, but the tangible assets of the early to mid-

twentieth-century giant corporations. The more recent prominence of

intangibles in corporate assets (as well as asset price appreciation) made

historic cost accounting untenable and sent the accounting profession in search

of new ways to measure and record ‘real’ asset values.

Moreover, with the rise of derivatives, the calculation of intrinsic value loses

its original meaning.7 Derivatives give ownership of the performance of an

asset (and, indeed, ownership of performance of attributes of an asset), without

necessary ownership of the underlying asset itself. The investor need not price

the assets of a corporation lock, stock and barrel in order to take a financial

position: it can be merely an evaluation of corporate attributes. Hence, in

capital markets, it is not just the aggregated and institutionalized form of the

corporation that enters into market competition and not just corporations in

toto that have projected future rates of return. As well, across derivative

markets we see a commensuration of the values of specific asset exposures in

terms of a risk/return calculation of the future. The effect of derivatives is to

reveal the calculative workings of capital (Bryan & Rafferty, 2010) but via

computational devices that internalise the future. While a factory is a ‘thing’

onto which a future revenue stream might be projected, a stock future or

option, as the ownership of a financial exposure to the performance of the

factory, is itself nothing but that projection.

An effect of this innovation in the capital market has also been to break

down the simple dichotomy between ownership and control at the centre of

Berle and Means’ conception of the modern corporation. For example, the
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purchase of corporate shares embodies the acquisition of a number of

exposures: to changing capital value, to dividends and to voting rights, and

each of these can be traded discretely. Henry Hu (2011) calls it ‘equity

decoupling’. It has repercussions beyond those which could have been

imagined by Ben Graham. Hu, inaugural head of the US Securities and

Exchange Commission’s Division of Risk, Strategy, and Financial Innovation,

illustrates the case of a hedge fund which retains voting rights but sells off

exposure to share price movements and dividends. The hedge fund’s financial

interests could be in the failure of the company in which it retains voting rights

but no financial exposure (Hu, 2011). These sorts of scenarios change

profoundly the association of profitability with ‘intrinsic value’ because they

change the concept of ‘stock’.

While the initial (Graham) meaning of intrinsic value (a financial measure of

material value) may have been superseded, the term now takes on a new

‘objective’ meaning inside financial markets, in the valuation of options.

Intrinsic value is the term applied by financial analysts to the in-the-money

portion of the option’s pay-off; that is, the difference between the current price

of the underlying asset and the strike price of the option.8 The term ‘objective’

can be applied here because the temporal and risk dimensions of the asset have

been internalized: an option is itself an inter-temporal position on risk. So

‘intrinsic value’ in this context does not describe the value of an underlying

asset, but the value of an inter-temporal risk position on the financial

performance of an underlying asset. An option will be exercised (has intrinsic

value) because historical conditions confer profitability on the contract holder.

That is, the option has intrinsic value because the option will be exercised; and

this is different from the proposition that it will be exercised because it has

intrinsic value. The direction of determination is significant, for it signals that,

in this usage, intrinsic value is defined within market volatility, not as an anchor

measure outside market volatility.

From floating exchange rates to forex markets

In 1950, Milton Friedman wrote a paper arguing the case for floating exchange

rates. It was conceived within a partial equilibrium framework. Its argument is

well known. The central proposition is that, unlike fixed exchange rates,

floating rates will reflect ‘the underlying structure’ and ‘the real conditions

determining international trade’ (1953, pp. 158�59).9

It was critical for it argued, within a monetarist aspiration to money

neutrality (implicit in purchasing power parity notions of exchange rate

determination), that trade performance (national costs, resources and produc-

tivity) would drive floating rates and floating exchange rates would adjust

freely to equalize exports and imports. It is a view of the balance of payments

conceived at a time when the capital account was understood as ‘accommodat-

ing’ to the trade balance (Meade, 1951) and, in this respect, Friedman’s neglect
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of capital flows and depiction of interest rate impacts as ‘incidental’ (1953,

p. 166) makes his an analysis of its era.

Friedman’s case for floating exchange rates is famous also because it revived

the role and reputation of the speculator, so vilified by Keynes in his General

theory. Speculators, said Friedman, are essentially placing bets on whether

current price is above or below fundamental value, and successful speculators

help the market move rapidly to fundamental value. Their trading adds

liquidity to markets, but does not change the long-term outcome.

Over the subsequent 60 years the determination of exchange rates evolved in

the direction of Friedman’s ideal, and the theory of exchange rates evolved too.

We see that exchange rates are not tied at all to trade balances and are now

thought beyond explanation. The theory of the random walk � that new

information constantly changes the point of equilibrium � became prevalent

with the advent of the EMH. ‘The fundamentals’ � material factors that might

impact on exchange rates � thereby became more diverse, but with no impact,

indeed negative impact, on empirical explanation. In the words of then Federal

Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan (2002), ‘there may be more forecasting of

exchange rates, with less success, than almost any other economic variable’.

The equilibrating role of speculators attributed by Friedman is now absent.

Charles Goodhart, reflecting in 1988 on his observations about exchange rate

analysis while he was at the Bank of England, noted: ‘Discussions with

practitioners indicate that longer-term speculation based on fundamentals is

strictly limited, and survey data and other evidence suggest that expectations

and speculation are based on a variety of models’.

The contemporary expression of ‘the fundamentals’ in foreign exchange

trading is found in hedge funds. Global macro-funds invest using formal

economic theory to adopt positions on such things as interest rates and

exchange rates. George Soros successfully employed a fundamentals analysis in

a global macro-strategy when he shorted the pound sterling in 1992 and the

Thai baht in 1997. But, as with ‘value investing’, a global macro-strategy is just

one strategy: there is now a variety of models employed in interpreting

exchange rate movements. Global macro-strategies are just one among a range

of directional strategies that target the direction of exchange rates, and

directional strategies sit alongside strategies focusing on events and on

arbitrage.

In part because the explanatory power in fundamentals as Friedman

predicted them was seen to fail empirically, currencies are traded at an ever-

increasing rate in forex derivative products. Foreign exchange derivatives have

their origins in providing means to hedge against risky and uncertain future

currency values. They commodify risk and uncertainty: the fact that

fundamental value is not knowable is itself something to be priced and traded,

not, in the theoretical image of Friedman, based on conjecture about ‘real’

fundamental value, but based on conjecture about (especially) short-term

directional movements. In effect, we see a shift in the meaning of fundamental

value � from a truth to a perspective. Within the various strategies for trading
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foreign exchange, arbitrage, a strategy utilizing opportunism not fundamentals,

is by far the dominant one.

Accordingly, we now see very different drivers for forex trade from those

conceived by Friedman. The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) explains

increased trade between 2007 and 2010:

An important structural change enabling increased FX trading . . . is the spread

of electronic execution methods. Electronic trading and electronic brokering are

transforming FX markets by reducing transaction costs and increasing market

liquidity. These changes, in turn, are encouraging greater participation across

different customer types. Continued investment in electronic execution methods

has paved the way for the growth of algorithmic trading. In algorithmic trading,

investors connect their computers directly with trading systems known as

electronic communication networks (ECNs). Examples of ECNs in FX markets

are electronic broking systems (such as EBS and Thomson Reuters Matching),

multi-bank trading systems (such as Currenex, FXall and Hotspot FX) and

single-bank trading systems. A computer algorithm then monitors price quotes

collected from different ECNs and places orders without human intervention).

High-frequency trading (HFT) is one algorithmic strategy that profits from

incremental price movements with frequent, small trades executed in milli-

seconds.

(King & Rime, 2010, pp. 28�9)

The BIS reports that 85 per cent of the growth in foreign exchange trade

between 2007 and 2010 was by organizations like mutual funds, money market

funds, insurance companies, pension funds and hedge funds and that more

than 50 per cent of total foreign exchange trading volume is now being

executed electronically (King and Rime, 2010, pp. 28, 32�3).

This is an arbitrage-driven world, based on opportunities that arise with

market movement, not on speculators’ predictions of fundamental value. That

fact alone does not gainsay Friedman’s depiction of speculators adding

liquidity, but it clearly has nothing to do with efficient trading systematically

pulling exchange rates to align trade balances globally, and no-one any longer

contemplates the significance of a specific ‘fundamental value’ to any currency.

Yet, as Bernanke attests, fundamental value remains a central analytical

category.

The two illustrations of change over 60 years (with most change in the past

twenty years) in the way we understand intrinsic value or fundamental value of

corporations and exchange rates are of wider significance. While the language,

the social premises and the analytical foundations may change little, the objects

of analysis change significantly. The earlier concept of ‘fundamental value’ lay

claim to capturing some truth (real value), albeit based in contrived

competitive models and presumed stable futures. But today there is a different

meaning of ‘fundamental’. Market traders are not speculating on what the true,

fundamental value is but using a range of analytical techniques and strategies,
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including fundamental analysis, to take positions in markets where there is no

‘true’ value.

But if there is no true value, what is involved in the process of

commensuration of different forms, locations and temporalities of capital? It

is in this context that we can understand the evolution in financial tools of

commensuration from 1950s portfolio theory onwards. Via these techniques,

finance reconfigures the process of accumulation in its own image. The object

of modelling is now not the industrial corporation (Graham) or national

economy (Friedman) of the first two-thirds of the twentieth century but

‘assets’ in the minimized form of specific risk exposures. The institutional

focus for comprehending capital is not the ‘corporation’ but the portfolio of the

investment bank and hedge fund. The way ‘fundamentals’ are framed is an

evolution that reflects and enables this material change. Gone is a distinction

between production and speculation and between industry and finance.

Finance is now a major industry, and conventional ‘industry’ is permeated

by financial calculation in every dimension � whether it is hedging risks on

input price, or interest rates, or on client default.

The precision hurdle that models of commensuration must always hit is

evaluating the future (risk and uncertainty), and this problem forms the easy

point of critique � be it of the way in which rates of return must be calculated

or the way in which derivatives internalize the calculation. But this problem

has been endemic to any computation of ‘fundamental value’ � it is central to

Graham’s ‘intrinsic value’ (or for that matter Marx’s socially necessary labour

time) as much as it is to CAPM. Beyond this easy critique lies the

understanding of the connection of changes in technique to changes in capital

itself.

From stock to flow measures of fundamental value

This change is not about the loss of foundational measures, for such measures

are at the core of the commensuration of capital. But there has been a change in

the organization of capital. It impacts directly on how capital must be

measured.

Underlying the shifts identified above is what might be termed the rise to

prominence of ‘self-transforming capital’ and of ‘the search for yield’. By self-

transforming capital we mean the capacity that comes with derivatives and

computer technology continually to change the form and location of capital

because capital is not itself embedded in the underlying asset. In part, this is

because ‘the factory’ is no longer the representative form of capital, and more

liquid asset forms prevail. A treasury bond can be converted into a credit

default swap and that into a foreign exchange option at virtually no cost and

virtually instantaneously.

But there is a deeper point here that applies also to machinery in a factory. It

is that capital, in the way Marx depicted it, is not a thing but a social relation of
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competition and commensuration: divorced from this relation, it is merely

machinery; not capital. The impact of financial innovation over the past 30

years has been to accentuate the ‘social relation’ dimension of capital via

competition (both between capital and labour and among different forms of

capital), and separate it from the fetishized association with machinery. Today,

self-transforming capital is being disaggregated more comprehensively, priced

more precisely and commensurated more diffusely.

The search for yield follows accordingly as the driver of self-transforming

capital: the appropriation of returns from whatever forms of capital, activities,

markets and locations prove profitable.10 But yield cannot be evaluated and

commensurated without a measure of attached risk, so risk itself comes to the

fore as an integral component of measure, and, for commensuration to occur,

risk must be defined as precisely as yield. This is the essential agenda of VaR

calculations.

In this framework, the decided feature of capital is ‘flow’, rather than

structure or network (Knorr Cetina & Preda, 2007). What defines capital,

therefore, is its perpetual movement: shifting forms, locations, temporalities

and markets in search of opportunities to create risk-adjusted yield. It is a

feature Marx recognized, albeit that it sits uncomfortably with a formulaic

conception of value as C�V�S. In Volume 2 of Capital, in the context of

depicting the circuit of industrial capital, Marx emphasized that the forms of

capital are ‘fluid forms, and their simultaneity is mediated by their succession’

(1992 [1885], p. 184). Or, more emphatically, ‘Capital, as self-valorising capital,

does not just comprise class relations . . . .It is a movement, a circulatory

process through different stages . . . and can only be grasped as a movement,

and not as a static thing’ (1992 [1885], p. 185). For Marx, the measurement of

value as movement was focused on turnover time: how quickly capital moved

through a circuit. A century and more on, the calculative project for the class

of capital in commensurating the values of capital-in-movement is undoubt-

edly more complex. The EMH, CAPM, Black-Scholes and VaR are prominent

illustrations of attempts to grapple with the commensuration problem when we

define value-as-flow rather than (or as well as) value-as-stock.11

In the midst of the current financial crisis, debates have generally failed to

appreciate this task. Marxists in general, and of course with exceptions, have

neglected the flow dimension of value. The key themes have been how to

measure long-term trends in the rate of profit and, underlying the latter, to dis-

entangle industry and finance, the real and the fictitious, production and

circulation, so that ‘Value’ can be attributed to discrete activities and other

activities can be deemed ‘unproductive’. It is value as a ‘static thing’. No

matter how much the determination of these values of stocks are overlain with

a competitive calculus, institutional detail, sociological attachment and

historical contingency, they remain stock measures and hence at odds with

the calculative logic of finance.

The problem with a flow measure is that it makes formal calculation

impossible since calculation always divides time and flows up into discrete
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entities.12 In part, the absence of an objective measure of fundamental value is

because assets as stocks need to be understood not in themselves but as the

conduits of flows. When we notionally stop the flow to ‘measure’ asset values,

different agents will be situated with different portfolios � any particular asset

will be a different piece in different puzzles. Risks, and asset values, are context

specific. The effect is that any notion of ‘fundamental value’ will be as much a

statement about who will intend to hold any asset at any time more as it is a

statement about the intrinsic value of the asset itself.

In part also, the lack of a fundamental measure is because the anchors which

once benchmarked measurement (cash, gold, government bonds, the US

dollar, LIBOR) are no longer external anchors, but are inside the process of

risk calculation and commensuration. Accordingly, standard conceptions of

‘fundamental value’ must be thought of in terms of their positioning inside

both financial calculus and the supposed anchors they seek to draw on

implicitly if not explicitly. Yet, to reiterate, the impossibility of formal

measurement is secondary to the need for measurement, no matter how

inexact.

Today, risk is not to be benchmarked against a risk-free position such as

state-guaranteed cash or government bonds, for cash is itself revealed as

embodying risks: it is always denominated in a particular currency which is

itself variable and often volatile; bonds get downgraded and governments

default. In the domain of capital, managing risk ceases to be a matter of choices

about whether to be a player or not a player in the market for risk: where there

are no external anchors, every position carries risks.

Fundamental value and liquidity: bringing the state back in

The myth created out of the discourse that underlies capital’s calculative

devices was the belief that risk could be scientifically neutralized. Being risk

free, it was argued, was simply about taking positions in markets to hedge

implicit risk holdings (Black-Scholes-style dynamic hedging). Accordingly, the

analytical requirement for fundamental measures fell away. But the global

financial crisis was stark demonstration that aggregate trading in risk does not

see risk net to zero: dynamic hedging has not provided a way around the need

for some material anchoring of asset value.

The problem with flow conceptions of value is that there is a presumed

market liquidity. With a flow measure of value, liquidity itself must be seen as a

flow rather than a stock of cash-like assets,13 and illiquidity becomes the most

immediate source of systemic risk (a point Marx seemed to understand).14

Indeed, as liquidity is the key to a flow conception of value, so illiquidity is the

principal manifestation of crisis. In a world of leverage and derivatives, the

danger of financial crisis is that liquidity in asset markets will suddenly dry up.

As investors drop assets to make positions, the fear is that there will be

insufficient buyers to secure a ‘true’ price (that is, fundamental value). This is
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the sort of concern that lies in the accounting profession’s differentiation of

‘fair value’ from ‘market price’, and the desire to avoid the pro-cyclical impact

of mark-to-market accounting. This is also exactly the problem Bernanke is

depicting in the epigraph.

It seems that the models and theories that constitute capital’s current

calculation project are not attuned to illiquidity. Why? The problem of flaws in

models is well understood as an epistemological problem. The work of Donald

MacKenzie and colleagues has been an outstanding exposition of this

perspective. But beyond flaws there is the issue that liquidity itself is being

called on to play dual and, in certain circumstances, inconsistent roles in

capital’s calculation project. Liquidity is understood with respect to both the

market condition under which fundamental value is most likely to be revealed

(the EMH) and also the unit of measure within which value is presented.

When there is ‘illiquidity’ it is not merely because the market conditions

(EMH) do not apply, but because the unit of measure is itself unpredictable.

How does one get a precise measure of yield when the unit of measure is not

mutually agreed, and is itself subject to yield calculation: when a US dollar

yield cannot be compared with a euro or yen yield, except via mechanisms

(foreign exchange derivatives) which are themselves inside the market project

of the search for yield? Moreover, with cash rates unreliable and often negative,

is cash (state money) always safer than privately issued securities?

It is not surprising, therefore, that the attachment of money and liquidity to

the state has been undergoing dramatic change since 2008. Whether it is

treasury bonds being downgraded, volatile exchange rates, the manipulation of

LIBOR or nation-states themselves facing insolvency, the traditional state

anchors of financial calculation are no longer reliable.

But new anchors were invented in the midst of the crisis of the old. In terms

of the calculation project, the critical event for capital was that, in the

immediate aftermath of the Lehman Brothers crash, the US Federal Reserve

tore up the rule book and injected liquidity into securities markets by buying

mortgage-backed securities as their prices tumbled. It was seen to work, at least

as an interim measure.

That liquidity crisis, and the state’s response, can be understood as a sign

that an anchoring conception of fundamental value needs to be re-established

for the commensuration of capital to be a sustainable project. This requires the

state to provide the anchor unit of measure, but a more elaborate and pervasive

one than in the past: financial markets have extended too far for a stable unit of

account or a stable currency value to suffice. The state’s agenda must relate to

liquidity � a flow conception of fundamental value � but the problem is that

liquidity is the key attribute of a range of financial assets, most of them not

emanating from the state. If states are to anchor value, there must be state

guarantees applied to non-state-issued asset classes as well as to conventionally

defined ‘money’.

One aspect of this revised anchoring role, related to prudential regulation, is

the advocacy by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) Committee on
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Banking Supervision (2012) of the need to move beyond VaR, because of its

limitations in dealing with ‘tail risk’: threats to portfolio losses that are

improbable (beyond the ninety-ninth percentile) but are more likely to arise

with systemic market illiquidity. The BIS Committee is recommending an

alternative measure of Expected Shortfall (ES), thought more sensitive to

imminent liquidity events.

More generally, there is an emerging re-framing of the agenda of central

banks. Consistent with the immediate success of central bank purchases of

mortgage-backed securities, we see current conjecture that central banks will in

future actively manage liquidity across financial markets. Liquidity is

increasingly being depicted in the monetary policy literature as a ‘public

good’: it is necessary for the market, but price signals cannot secure its

adequate provision. To secure liquidity, states (central banks) could assume the

role of ‘market maker of last resort’ (MMLR) (Mehrling 2010; see also Kearns

& Lowe, 2008; Tirole, 2010), a role distinct from the conventional one of

‘lender of last resort’. In this new role, central banks will hold reserves of, and

trade in, a range of asset markets to ensure that prices are in some sense ‘true’

(fundamental), not determined because of sudden shifts in market liquidity.

The MMLR role is being increasingly discussed within central banks. For

example, Paul Fisher, Executive Director for Markets and Member of the

Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of England, has a positive view of the

role, while acknowledging that it is not something in which the Bank of

England � or other central banks � have had much experience:

As part of its broader remit . . . a central bank is fundamentally concerned with

maintaining conditions for the stable provision of financial services to the wider

economy. This crisis has demonstrated that specific financial markets can

sometimes fail and that raises the possibility of the central bank stepping in as

‘Market Maker of Last Resort’.

(Fisher, 2010)

Fisher goes on to identify three basic principles to guide MMLR policy. One is

that ‘transactions should be at a discount to fundamental values so that the

operations are unattractive to the markets in normal conditions’. The reason

for a discount are clear, but directly embedded within the proposal is that there

is indeed a known fundamental value: at least known to (that is, defined by) the

central bank. Fundamental value is thereby restored to analytical centrality by

taking on a new iteration: it is the state, as provider of liquidity, which

implicitly builds an anchor for Value.

With central banks operating as market-makers of last resort and therefore

superintending the empirical resilience of ‘fundamental value’, a key though

incalculable uncertainty in asset market modelling would be minimized.

Accordingly, central bank intervention as MMLR serves to rebuild the

analytical capacity of calculative devices like VaR and CAPM in a way that

parallels the post-war state’s macro-economic policy that fortified Ben
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Graham’s value investing by stabilizing the economic conditions in which

future costs and revenues would be systematically calculated.

Conclusion

The calculation project of mainstream finance warrants acknowledgement

along with critique. It expresses a need to imagine capital in new ways as the

practices of capital evolve and expand. But, when critics focus attention on

outing its free-market premises, they miss the significance of its aspiration and

imagination, and hence also neglect a focus on capital itself and how it is

transforming. Marxian economic analysis no doubt has something to learn here

in imagining new ways of casting capital. Alternatively, critiques of ‘neo-

liberalism’, forceful as they are about the deleterious consequences of excess,

are in danger of seeking new ways to place the state at the centre of the

determination of market processes, but in so doing reiterate the integrity of the

traditional concept of fundamental value, and so serve to re-load the calculative

devices of capital. Indeed, it appears that, in the regulatory reforms that have

followed the crash of 2008, rebuilding and fortifying capital’s units of measure,

and its commensuration process, has been a major class achievement: a

foundation for the further expansion of capital markets spatially, temporally

and socially.

But the agenda of reconstituting fundamental value is not to be found in re-

constituting economic stability as the antithesis of crisis, for the search for

yield is about constant, and unpredictable, change. Liquidity is the new

solidity, and accordingly the state’s agenda for capital centres on securing

market liquidity. But once liquidity of all kinds attaches to the state, the

capacity to define money by reference to the state ironically diminishes. In

securing liquidity, the state must engage a wide and increasing spectrum of

highly traded securities and derivatives, most of which (in terms of volume of

transaction) are themselves derivatives of money (interest rate and exchange

rate derivatives), but with no formal attachment to the state. When the state

manages liquidity, the search for yield and the reproduction of a unit of

measure are increasingly one and the same process. In this scenario,

fundamental value melts into air and the state’s anchoring of financial markets

simply involves a guaranteed minimum rate of return.
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Notes

1 See Guerrien & Gun (2011) for an excellent analysis of the debates on the analytical
coherence of the EMH within a neo-classical economic discourse.
2 Fama’s (1970) own empirical testing in terms of strong, semi-strong and weak
versions of the hypothesis is itself a recognition of its idealist foundations.
3 Marshall (1890) contrasts the stationary-state world of equilibrium analysis with
‘the world in which we live’. In the latter: ‘[E]very economic force is constantly
changing its action, under the influence of other forces which are acting around it. Here
changes in the volume of production, in its methods, and in its cost are ever mutually
modifying one another; they are always affecting and being affected by the character
and the extent of demand. Further all these mutual influences take time to work
themselves out, and, as a rule, no two influences move at equal pace. In this world
therefore every plain and simple doctrine as to the relations between cost of production,
demand and value is necessarily false: and the greater the appearance of lucidity which
is given to it by skilful exposition, the more mischievous it is. A man is likely to be a
better economist if he trusts to his common sense, and practical instincts, than if he
professes to study the theory of value and is resolved to find it easy’.
4 The straightforward critique has been explained extensively and over many decades
by non-neo-classical economists of many varieties who refute marginal productivity
theory and equilibrium analysis generally. This body of analysis is so diverse and
extensive that it warrants no retelling here.
5 Watson concludes a review of the impact of the Black-Scholes-Merton options
pricing model in these terms: ‘The standard procedure of finance theory is now to
conceptualize every analytical problem as if the only practical task was to devise market
institutions for coordinating behaviour in line with the allocatively efficient solution. As
such, finance theory today explores the logical properties of equilibrium behaviour in
the buying and selling of financial instruments and, in this respect, it is indistinguish-
able from any other branch of economics in terms of its underlying methodology. But
the effect of giving the theory universal significance is to detract from its specific
significance’ (2007, p. 335).
6 Buffet describes himself as 85 per cent Graham, 15 per cent Fisher (Hagstrom,
2005, p. 27).
7 Warren Buffet’s dislike of financial derivatives as ‘financial weapons of mass
destruction’ should be seen in this light, although it also warrants noting that Berkshire
Hathaway does indeed actively trade in derivatives, and not simply as ‘hedging’
instruments. Even when he was warning about derivatives Buffet explained that ‘[a]t
Berkshire, I sometimes engage in large-scale derivatives transactions in order to
facilitate certain investment strategies’. More recently, in response to observations about
the company’s extensive derivatives trading he noted somewhat less allegorically,
‘[w]e’ve used derivatives for many, many years. I don’t think derivatives are evil, per se,
I think they are dangerous . . . .We use lots of things daily that are dangerous, but we
generally pay some attention to how they’re used’ (cited in Crippen, 2010).
8 For call (put) options, the in-the-money portion is the difference between the
underlying asset’s price and the strike price (the buying (selling) price shown on the
option). For an option to be ‘in the money’ means that the option will be exercised by its
owner. For put options, this means the strike price is greater than the underlying stock’s
price. For call options it is the opposite. Note that, because intrinsic value is above
stock price in one contract and below stock price in the other, intrinsic value is not a
statement about the specific stock price itself. It is about a strategic position in relation to a
stock price.
9 Adding to the conception of global money being based in fundamental material
determinants, Friedman was supportively debating Ben Graham in 1951 about the
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virtues of a commodity reserve global currency, where agricultural and mineral
stockpiles would be the foundation of the global financial system. Friedman’s opposition
to the scheme was largely on practical grounds.
10 See Lysandrou (2011) for an analysis of the global financial crisis that centres on
the search for yield.
11 Bernstein (2005) provides a useful outline of the development of these techniques.
12 This sentence has been adapted from the comments of a referee. The precision of
expression is appreciated.
13 The point has been clearly articulated by Adrian & Shin (2009) of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York: ‘The language of ‘‘liquidity’’ suggests a stock of available
funding in the financial system which is redistributed as needed. However, when
liquidity dries up, it disappears altogether rather than being re-allocated elsewhere.
When haircuts rise, all balance sheets shrink in unison, resulting in a generalized
decline in the willingness to lend. In this sense, liquidity should be understood in terms
of the growth of balance sheets (i.e. as a flow), rather than as a stock’.
14 Marx’s first reference to crisis in Capital is in Chapter 3, in the context of ruptures
in the circulation of capital, and in Volume 2 of Capital, in the context of the circuit of
capital, he considers ‘revolutions’ (in the sense of rapid change) in value and the
challenge to the individual capital (1992 [1885], p. 185).
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